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Abstract In this paper, we discuss an indexing method

for solving the multiple string pattern matching prob-

lem, by which we are given a set of short pattern strings

R = {r1, ..., rl} and required to locate all those sub-

strings of a long target string s such that each of them

matches an rj in R. The main idea is to construct a

pattern matching machine A over R and transform the

reverse s̄ of s to a Burrow-Wheeler-Transformation ar-

ray as an index, denoted as L = BWT (s̄), and search A
against it. During the process, the failure function of A
is utilized to decrease the number of subranges in L to

be searched at each step. In addition, the Wavelet tree

is used to reduce the searching cost of L, by which its

single-character checking is changed to a multi-character

checking. In this way, multiple searches of a Wavelet

tree are reduced to a single search, and high efficiency
can be achieved. Extensive experiments have been con-

ducted, which shows that our method works better than

almost all the existing methods for this problem.
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1 Introduction

By the multiple string pattern matching problem, we

will be given a set R = {r1, ..., rl}, where each ri (1

≤ i ≤ l) is a (short) string (or say, a finite sequence of

symbols) called a pattern, and a (long) target string s.

We are required to locate and identify all substrings of

s which are patterns in R. This problem becomes very

important as the next-generation sequencing technique

[7] comes into use, which needs to align a huge num-

ber of reads (short DNA sequences) against a very long

sequence, known as a genome, which is previously well

studied and often billions of characters long, for earlier

diagnosis of cancers, or some other purposes. Normally,

the number of reads is multiple millions and the length

of a read is about 100 characters (bps).

Other applications of this problem also include net-

work intrusion detection [25], digital forensics (file carv-

ing) [26,64], business analytics, and natural language

processing, just to name a few.

This problem was studied as early as the mid-1970′s.

In [1], Aho and Corasick proposed the first efficient al-

gorithm, by which a pattern matching machine (PMM

for short) or an automaton A is constructed over R
and then searched against s by successively reading the

characters in s, making state transition and occasion-

ally reporting output. The running time of this process

is bounded by O(
∑l

i=1|ri|+ |s|).
This algorithm has been extensively used in prac-

tise, such as bioinformatics [18,19], multiple key-word

searching [31], and two-dimensional pattern search-

ing [4]; and also improved or modified by different re-

searchers, as reported in [16,17,55,63]. However, the

worst-case time complexity remains unchanged.

On the other hand, different indexes have been de-

veloped for the single string pattern searching in the
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past several decades, such as suffix trees [47,62], suffix

arrays [44], hashing [30], and BWT-arrays [9,35,53,

58]. However, no effort has been directed to building

indexes over s to expedite the multiple string pattern

matching described above.

In this paper, we address this issue. We will show

that a kind of indexes over s, the so-called BWT-array

(Burrow-Wheeler-Transformation array), can be estab-

lished quickly, which we can use to speed up scanning

of s when we search A in some way to bring down the

searching time to O(|A|). (This time complexity does

not include the time for loading an index into main

memory from hard disk. However, in practice, this part

of time can be completely ignored. For example, for

reading the BWT-array of a genome of 1,464,443,456

bytes, only 3 milliseconds are used.)

Specifically, the following techniques will be utilized

to achieve high efficiency:

1. Folding target string . The positions with the same

character in s will be clustered together by the BWT

transformation. Then, we are able to search s in

‘parallel′. That means, at each step, we will access

a collection of positions in s with a same character,

instead of a single one. In this sense, s is folded in

some way, and becomes shorter. Searching such a

”folded” and shorter string, we can save much time

for doing the task.

2. Subrange search reduction. During a search ofA ag-

ainst the BWT-array L for s̄ (the reverse of s), a se-

ries of subranges within L will be checked. By using

the failure function of A, the number of such sub-

ranges can be greatly reduced.

3. Speeding up search of BWT (̄s). In our method, L

= BWT (s̄) is stored as a Wavelet tree TL [22] and

the search of a certian value in L corresponds to a

search along a path of length |Σ| in TL. By changing

a single-value searching to a multi-value searching,

the total cost of searching L can be minimized.

In this way, our method can improve the running

time of both the on-line algorithm (like the Aho-Cora-

sick′s algorithm), and the index-based algorithm (like

the suffix tree) by 5 - 10 times.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

First, in Section 2, we summarize all the symbols and

notations used throughout the paper. Then, in Section

3, we review the related work. In Section 4, we briefly

describe the PMM and the BWT transformation, based

on which our method is established. Section 5 is devoted

to the discussion of our algorithm for finding all occur-

rences of a set of pattern strings in a target string. In

Section 6, we discuss how to store an L as a Wavelet

tree to reduce the searching costs. Section 7 reports the

test results. Finally, we conclude with a short summary

and a brief discussion on the future work in Section 8.

2 NOTATIONS

In this section, we summarize all the symbols and nota-

tions used thoughout the paper in the following table.

Table 1 Symbols and notations

R R = {r1...rl}, a set of patterns
T T = trie(R) constructed over R
s a target string
trie(R) a trie built over R
BWT (s) BWT-array of s
TL a wavelet tree over L = BWT (s)
<e, [α, β]> a range (segment) from rank α to β in Fe

π π = <e, [α, β]>
Lπ a range in L = BWT (s), corresponding

to π = <e, [α, β]> in Fe

L1
π start position in Lπ

L2
π end position in Lπ

rkF (e) rank of e ∈ array F
rkL(e) rank of e ∈ array L
l(v) a character labeling a node v ∈ T
P (v) a path from root to v in T
f(v) a failure function associated with v ∈ T
I(v) an interval associated with v ∈ T
A a pattern matching machine A = T ∪ {f(v)|

v ∈ T}
Σ alphabet
Σv set of characters associated with v in TL

Σv
l first half in Σv

Σv
r second half in Σv

3 Related Work

By a single pattern string matching problem, we will

find all the occurrences of a pattern string r in a target

string s. By a multi-pattern string matching problem,

we are asked to identify all the occurrences of patterns

each coming from a set R in a target string s. A huge

number of algorithms have been proposed to solve these

two kinds of problems. But in the following, we only

review some of the most noteworthy strategies.

- Single pattern string matching

The first interesting algorithm for this problem is

the famous Knuth-Morris-Pratt′s algorithm [33], whi-

ch scans both r and s from left to right and uses an

auxiliary next-table (for r) containing the so-called shift

information (or say, failure function values) to indicate

how far to shift the pattern from right to left when the
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current character in r fails to match the current charac-

ter in s. Its time complexity is bounded by O(m + n),

where m = |r| and n = |s|. (By the shift information,

we mean a largest integer j associated with a position

i in r such that r[1 .. j] = r[i − j + 1 .. i]. Thus, if

the current character from the target does not match

r[i+1], we will compare r[j+1] with the character next

to the current one at a next step.) The Boyer-Moore′s

approach [8,20,21] works a little bit better than the

Knuth-Morris-Pratt′s. In addition to the next-table, a

skip-table skip of size |Σ| (also for r) is kept, in which

each entry skip[w] is a smallest integer j such that r[m

- j] = w. Here, Σ is the alphabet, from which we take

characters for both s and r′js. For a large alphabet and

small pattern, the expected number of character com-

parisons is about n/m, and is O(m + n) in the worst

case. By the hash-table based algorithms [30], short

substrings called ‘seed′ will be first extracted from a

pattern r and a signature (a bit string) for each of

them will be created. The search of a target string s is

similar to that of the Brute Force searching, but rather

than directly comparing the pattern at successive po-

sitions in s, their respective signatures are compared.

Then, stick each matching seed together to form a com-

plete alignment. Its expected time is O(m + n), but

in the worst case, which is extremely unlikely, it takes

O(m·n) time. The hash technique has also been exten-

sively used in the DNA sequence research [23,39,40,

59]. However, almost all experiments show that they

are generally inferior to the suffix tree and the BWT in-

dex in both running time and space requirements. The

bit-parallelism introduced by Baeza-Yates and Gonnet

[5] takes advantage of the intrinsic parallelism of the

bit operations inside a computer word, allowing to cut

down the number of operations that an algorithm per-

forms by a factor up to w, where w is the number of

bits in the computer word.

In situations where a fixed string s is to be searched

repeatedly, it is worthwhile constructing an index over

s, such as suffix trees [47,62], suffix arrays [44], and

more recently the Burrows-Wheeler transformation (or

say, BWT transformation) [9,11,41,41]. A suffix tree

is in fact a trie structure [32] over all the suffixes of s;

and by using the Weiner′s algorithm [62] it can be built

in O(n) time. However, in comparison with the BWT

transformation, a suffix tree needs much more space.

Especially, for DNA sequences the BWT transforma-

tion works highly efficiently due to the small alphabet

Σ of DNA strings. By the BWT transformation, the

smaller Σ is, the less space will be occupied by the cor-

responding indexes. According to a survey done by Li

and Homer [38] on sequence alignment algorithms for

next-generation sequencing, the average space required

for each character is 12 - 17 bytes for suffix trees while

only 0.5 - 2 bytes for the BWT transformation. Our

experiments also confirm this distinction [11,14]. For

example, the file size of chromosome 1 of human is 270

Mb. But its suffix tree is of 26 Gb in size while its BWT

transformation needs only 390 Mb - 1 Gb for different

compression rates of auxiliary arrays, completely han-

dleable on PC or laptop machines.

- Multi-pattern string matching

The first efficient algorithm for multi-pattern string

matching was proposed by Aho and Corasick in 1975

[1], by which s is searched for occurrences of all pat-

terns from a set: {r1, r2, ..., rl}. Their algorithm needs

only O(
∑l

i=1|ri| + |s|) time. Later on, some variants of

this algorithm have been suggested. In [16], Commentz-

Walter combines the Boyer-Moore′s technique into the

Aho-Corasick′s algorithm. In [63], Wu and Manber ex-

tend the Boyer-Moore′s algorithm to concurrently search

multiple pattern strings. Instead of using bad-character

heuristics to compute shift values, they utilize a char-

acter block containing 2 or 3 characters. In addition,

hash tables are created to link the blocks and the re-

lated patterns. In [55], a concept of superalphabets

is introduced, in which each (super) character corre-

sponds to a set of q-grams (each being a substring from

a certain pattern and represented as a bit string, called

a signature, generated by using a hash function.) In

this way, a super automaton can be created, in which

each transition is labeled with a super character. s will

also be handled as a sequence of q-grams and searched

in the same way as the Aho-Corasick′s algorithm. The

main problem of this method is the false positive and

entails a very time-consuming verification process. In

[12], Crochemore et al. combine the directed acyclic

word graphs into theAho-Corasick′s algorithm. If the

total length of all patterns is polynomial with respect

to the shortest length m of a pattern, the average num-

ber of comparisons is O((n/m)log m).

However, all the improved algorithms have the same

worst-case time complexity as the Aho-Corasick′s.

In addition, several researchers have attempted to

improve the performance of multi-pattern string match-

ing applications via the use of parallelism, such as those

discussed in [27,28,46,50,56,57,60,64]. They either port

the Aho-Corasick′ algorithm to different parallel ma-

chines, such as the IBM Cell Broadband Engine (CBE)

[56,57,64], or GPUs [28,60]; or simply execute any ef-

ficient on-line string matching algorithm, such as the

Knuth-Morris-Pratt′s [33], the Boyer-Moore′s [8], or

the Wu-Manber′s [63], over distributed patterns. But

all of them are only suitable for the cases when the

number of patterns is limited, not scaling well to mas-
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sive sets of patterns. The hardware-based method also

suffers from the same problem [2]. However, by our

method, even for many millions of patterns, the high

performance can be achieved. In addition, our algo-

rithm itself can also be executed in parallel, by porting

the BWT-arrays to CBEs.

In Table 2, we compare our method with all the

representive on-line, as well as index-based strategies.

Finally, we point out that there is a bunch of work

on the inexact string matching, such as [12,13,36] for

the string matching with k differences, and [10,15,37,

52] for the string matching with k differences, as well

as [45] for the string matching with wild-card symbols.

Due to the mismatches, differences, and wild-cards, the

match relation is no longer transitive and therefore the

techniques eastablished to solve these problems cannot

be employed for the multiple pattern string matching.

An interested reader is referred to [49,3] for a brief,

but complete survey on the string matching problem.

4 Basic Techniques: PMM and BWT

In this section, we briefly describe two basic techniques

utilized in our method. They are the pattern matching

machine and the BWT transformation.

4.1 Pattern matching machine

Similar to the Aho-Corasick′s algorithm, we need first

to construct a pattern matching machine (PMM) A
over R = {r1 ..., rl}. Different from it, however, we will

not search A against s, but against BWT (s̄).

Intuitively, the pattern matching machine A over R
is considered as a directed graph composed of two parts:

a trie T , denoted as trie(R), and a failure function f(v)

(v ∈ T ).

First of all, for each rj (j = 1, ..., l) we will attach

a special character $, which does not appear in any rj ,

to its end and construct trie(R) as described below.

If |R| = 0, trie(R) is, of course, empty. For |R| = 1,

trie(R) is a single node. If |R| > 1, R is split into |Σ| =
k (possibly empty) subsets R1, R2, ..., Rk so that each

Ri (i ∈ {1, ..., k}) contains all those strings with the

same first character. The tries: trie(R1), trie(R2,), ...,

trie(Rk) are constructed in the same way except that

at the ith step, the splitting of sets is based on the ith

characters in the sequences. They are then connected

from their respective roots to a single node to create

trie(R).

Example 1 As an example, consider a set of four pat-

tern strings:

r1: acaga

r2: ag

r3: acagc

r4: ca

For these pattern strings, a trie can be constructed

as shown in Fig. 1(a).

(a) (b)

v0 �

v1 a v11c

v2 c

v3 a

v4 g

v5 a

v6 $

v9
g v12a

v13$v10 $

v7 c

v8 $

{r1} {r3}

{r2}

{r4}

{r4}{r2}

v0 �

v1
a v11c

v2 c

v3 a

v4 g

v5a

v6$

v9g v12a

v13$v10 $

v7 c

v8 $

Fig. 1 A trie and a pattern matching machine.

In this trie, v0 is a virtual root, representing an

empty string while any other node v stands for a string

equal to the concatenation of all characters labelling

the nodes on the path from v0 to v, denoted as P (v).

Especially, if v is a leaf, P (v) must be a string in R.

For instance, the path from v0 to v8 spells out the third

pattern r3 = acagc$ in Fig. 1. In addition, however, we

may associate some nodes v with an output such that

each r ∈ output(v) is a string in R and also a suffix of

P (v). For example, for v3 shown in Fig. 1(a), we have

output(v3) = {r4}. It is because r4 = ca ∈ R is a suffix

of P (v3) = aca.

Besides, for a node v, we will use l(v) to represent

its character.

In terms of Aho and Corasick [1], f(v) = u if and

only if there exists a maximum suffix of the string spelt

out along P (v), which is equal to the string spelt out

along P (u).

Thus, by f(v), similar to Knuth-Morris-Pratt′s, we

give the node to be entered at a mismatch of P (v),

as illustrated by the dashed arrows in Fig. 1(b). For

example, f(v4) = v9 is represented by the dashed arrow

from v4 to v9. We have this connection since ag, which
is represented by P (v9), is a maximum suffix of P (v4)

= acag within R.

Formally, we have

A = T ∪ {f(v)|v ∈ T \ {v0}}. (1)

We will also simply use f(v) to represent a link from

v to f(v).
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Table 2 Comparison of strategies

indexing time preprocessing time matching time

suffix trees [62] O(n) 0 O(
∑l

i=1 |ri|)
suffix arrays [44] O(n) 0 O(

∑l
i=1 |ri|)

BWT transformation [9] O(n) 0 O(
∑l

i=1 |ri|)
hash-based [30] 0 0

∑i
i=1 |ri| + n)

bit-parallel [5] 0 O(
∑l

i=1 |ri|) O(n)

Aho-Corasick′s [1] 0 O(
∑l

i=1 |ri|) O(n)

Commentz-Water′s[16] 0 O(
∑l

i=1 |ri|) O(n)

Chrochemore′s [17] 0 O(
∑l

i=1 |ri|) O((n/m)log m)*

Wu-Manber′s [63] 0 O(
∑l

i=1 |ri|) O(n)

ours O(n) O(
∑l

i=1 |ri|) O(|A|)
*m - the shortest length of a pattern.

4.2 BWT and String Searching

Now we describe the BWT transformation in some de-

tail. We will use s to denote a string that we would like

to transform. Again, assume that s terminates with $,

which does not appear elsewhere in s and is alphabet-

ically prior to all other characters. In the case of DNA

sequences, we have $ < a < c < g < t. As an example,

consider s = ccagaca$.

First, we will rotate s consecutively to create eight

different strings, stacked vertically to form a matrix as

illustrated in Fig. 2(a).

c c a g a c a $

c a g a c a $ c

a g a c a $ c c

g a c a $ c c a

a c a $ c c a g

c a $ c c a g a

a $ c c a g a c

$ c c a g a c a

(a)

$ c1 c2 a1 g1 a2 c3 a3

a3 $ c1 c2 a1 g1 a2 c3

a2 c3 a3 $ c1 c2 a1 g1

a1 g1 a2 c3 a3 $ c1 c2

c3 a3 $ c1 c2 a1 g1 a2

c2 a1 g1 a2 c3 a3 $ c1

c1 c2 a1 g1 a2 c3 a3$

g1 a2 c3 a3 $ c1 c2 a1

(c)(b)

$

a3

a2

a1

c3

c2

c1

g1

a3

c3

g1

c2

a2

c1

$

a1

F L

Fig. 2 Illustration for construction of BWT arrays.

Next, we sort the rows of the matrix alphabetically,

and get another matrix, as demonstrated in Fig. 2(b),

which is called the Burrow -Wheeler Matrix [9] and

denoted as BWM(s). Especially, the last column L

of BWM(s), read from top to bottom, is called the

BWT transformation (or the BWT-array) and denoted

as BWT (s). So for s = ccagaca$, we have BWT (s) =

acgcac$a (see Fig. 2(c)). The first column in BWM(s)

is referred to as F .

Special attention should be paid to Fig. 2(b) and

2(c). In both of them, for ease of explanation, the posi-

tion of a character in s is represented by its subscript.

(That is, we rewrite s as c1c2a1g1a2c3a3$.) For example,

a2 represents the second appearance of a in s; and c1
the first appearance of c in s. In the same way, we can

check all the other appearances of different characters.

Additionally, when ranking an elements e in both

F and L in such a way that if e is the ith appearance

of a certain character it will be assigned i, the same

element will get the same number in the two columns.

For instance, in F the rank of a3, denoted as rkF (a3),
is 1 (showing that a3 is the first appearance of a in F ).

Its rank in L, rkL(a3) is also 1. We can check all the

other elements and find that this property, called the

rank correspondence, holds for all the elements. That

is, for any element e in s, we always have

rkF (e) = rkL(e) (2)

According to this property, a string searching can

be very efficiently conducted, as described below.

Firstly, notice that we can store F as |Σ| + 1 inter-

vals, such as F$ = F [1 .. 1], Fa = F [2 .. 4], Fc = F [5

.. 7], Fg = F [8 .. 8], and Ft = ϕ for the above example

(see Fig. 2(c).) We can also represent a segment within

an Fe (with e ∈ Σ) as a pair of the form <e, [α, β]>,

where α ≤ β are two ranks of e. Thus, we have Fa =

F [2 .. 4] = <a, [1, 3]>, Fc = F [5 .. 7] = <c, [1, 3]>,

and Fg = F [8 .. 8] = <g, [1, 1]>.

Secondly, we will use Lπ to represent a range in L

corresponding to a pair π = <e, [α, β]>. For example,

in Fig. 2(c), L<a,[1,3]> = L[2 .. 4], L<c,[1,2]> = L[5 ..

6]. L<a,[2,3]> = L[3 .. 4], and so on.

In addition, for Lπ = L[a .. b], we use L1
π to refer to

a, and L2
π to b.

Finally, we implement a procedure search(z, π) to

search Lπ to find the first and the last rank of z (de-

noted as α′ and β′, respectively) within Lπ, and return

<z, [α′, β′]> as the result:

search(z, π) =


< z, [α′, β′] >, if z ∈ Lπ;

ϕ, otherwise.

(3)
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To locate r in s, we work on the characters in r

in the reverse order (referred to as a backward search).

That is, we will search r̄ (reverse of r) against BWT (s).

It is because figuring out Lπ in terms of π corresponds

to a step of scanning in s, but in the reverse direction.

To see how it works, we consider r = aca and trace

how r is identified in s = ccagaca$ step by step by using

BWT (s).

- Step. 1 (checking the last character in r): Check r[3]

= a in r, and then figure out Fa = F [2 .. 4] = <a,
[1, 3]>. (See Fig. 3(a) for illustration.)

- Step 2 (checking the second character from last):

Check r[2] = c. Call search(c, <a, [1, 3]>). By its

execution, L<a,[1,3]> = L[2 .. 4] will be searched to

find a range bounded by the first and last rank of c.
Concretely, we will find rkL(c3) = 1 and rkL(c2) =
2. So, search(c, <a, [1, 3]>) returns <c, [1, 2]>. It

is F [5 .. 6]. (See Fig. 3(b).)

- Step 3 (check the first character): Check r[1] = a.
Call search(a, <c, [1, 2]>). Since L<c,[1,2]> = L[5

.. 6], search(a, <c, [1, 2]>) will return <a, [2, 2]>.

It is F [2 .. 2]. At this step, we have exhausted all

the characters in r and F [2 .. 2] contains only one

element, showing that one occurrence of r in s is

found. It is represented by a2 in s. See Fig. 3(c).

Assume that the segment (in F ) found at the last

step contains i entries. Then, there are i occurrences of

r in s with each indicated by an entry in that segment.

rF

-

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

-
F

$

a3

a2

a1

c3

c2

c1

g1

L

a3

c3

g1

c2

a2

c1

$

a1

rL

1

1

1

2

2

3

-

3

to find

the last c 

to find

the first c 

to find

the last a 

to find

the first a 

(a) (b) (c)

-
rF

-

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

F

$

a3

a2

a1

c3

c2

c1

g1

L

a3

c3

g1

c2

a2

c1

$

a1

rL

1

1

1

2

2

3

-

3

rF

-

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

F

$

a3

a2

a1

c3

c2

c1

g1

L

a3

c3

g1

c2

a2

c1

$

a1

rL

1

1

1

2

2

3

-

3

-

Fig. 3 Illustration of backward search.

The above working process can be represented as a

sequence of three pairs:

<a, [1, 3]>, <c, [1, 2]>, <a, [2, 2]>.

In general, for r̄ = z1 ... zm, its search againstBWT (s)

can always be represented as a sequence of pairs (with

each representing a segment in Fz for some z ∈ Σ):

<z1, [α1, β1]>, ..., <zm, [αm, βm]>,

where <z1, [α1, β1]> = Fz1 , and <zi, [αi, βi]> =

search(zi, <zi−1, [αi−1. βi−1]>) for 1 < i ≤ m. We call

such a sequence as a search sequence. Thus, the time

used for this process is bounded by O(
∑m

i=1 τi), where τi

is the time for an execution of search(zi, <zi−1, [αi−1,

βi−1]>). However, this time complexity can be reduced

to O(m) by using the so-called rankAll method, but

with high space requirements [9]. Concretely, O(n|Σ|log
n)-bits space is required to store all the rankAll arrays.

Another way to reduce time for searching L is to store

L as a Wavelet tree [22], by which the usage of space

can be decremented to O(nlog |Σ|)-bits, but with the

searching time increased to O(log |Σ|). We modify the

Wavelet tree method and integrate it into our strategy

to reach an average searching time less than O(log |Σ|),
but keep the space requirement O(nlog |Σ|)-bits not in-
creased. This time complexity even beats the quantum

string matching algorithm [43].

From the above discussion, we can observe a very

important property of the BWT transformation, by whi-

ch we check, at each step, a subset of characters (rep-

resented by a subsegment of F ) from a target string s

while by any on-line strategy only one character from

s is checked at one step. In this sense, s is somehow

folded by the BWT transformation.

Finally, we point out that BWT (s) (or BWT (s̄))

can be constructed in O(|s|) time via its relationship to

the suffix array of s, as described below.

Let s = x0x1...xn−1, ended with $ (i.e., xi ∈ Σ for

i = 0, ..., n - 2, and xn−1 = $). Let s[i] = xi (i = 0, 1,

..., n - 1) be the ith character of s, s[i .. j] = xi ... xj a

substring and s[i .. n - 1] a suffix of s. Suffix array H of

s is a permutation of the integers 0, ..., n - 1 such that

H[i] is the start position of the ith smallest suffix, as

illustrated in Fig. 4, in which we show all the suffixes

of ccagaca$ (Fig. 4(a)), sorted sufixes (Fig. 4(b)), and

the corresponding array H (Fig. 4(c)), which contains

the positions of all the sorted suffixes′ first characterc

in s.

(a) (c)(b)

$

a $

a c a $

a g a c a $

c a $

c a g a c a $

c c a g a c a $

g a c a $

0  c c a g a c a $

1  c a g a c a $

2  a g a c a $

3  g a c a $

4  a c a $

5  c a $

6  a $

7  $

7

6

4

2

5

1

0

3

suffixes: sorted suffixes: suffix array:

Fig. 4 Suffixes, sorted suffixes, and suffix array.
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The relationship between H and the BWT array L

can be determined by the following formulas [9]:
L[i] = $, if H[i] = 0;

L[i] = s[H[i]− 1], otherwise.

(4)

Since a suffix array can be generated in O(n) time

(cf. for instance [34,24,51]), L can then also be created

in linear time. However, most algorithms for construct-

ing a suffix array require at least O(nlog n) bits of work-

ing space, which is prohibitively high and amounts to

12 GB for the human genome. Recently, Hon et al. [24]

proposed a space-economical algorithm that uses n bits

of working space and requires only < 1 GB memory

at peak time for constructing L of the human genome.

This algorithm is further improved by Nong [51], whose

approach needs only O(|Σ| log n)-bits space. Either of

the methods can be used for our purpose.

5 Algorithm Description

In this section, we present our main algorithm. First, we

show a breadth-first search of trie(R) against BWT (s̄)

in Section 5.1. Then, in Section 5.2, we discuss how the

failure function in an PMM can be employed to speed

up the working process. Section 5.3 is devoted to the

correctness proof and the time complexity analysis.

5.1 Searching Tries over Pattern Strings

It is easy to see that exploring a path in a trie T over R
corresponds to scanning a pattern r ∈ R. If we explore,

at the same time, the L array (= BWT (s̄ )), we will

find all the occurrences of r (without $ involved) in s.

Obviously, by a depth-first search of T , this can be done

very efficiently. However, to be able to utilize the failure

function to reduce the number of subranges (within L)

to be searched at each step, we need to explore T in the

breadth-first manner. For this purpose, we use a queue

Q to control the searching process.

In Q, each entry is a pair <v, [a, b]> with v be-

ing a node in T and a ≤ b, used to indicate a subseg-

ment within Fl(v). For example, when searching the trie

shown in Fig. 1(a) against the L array shown in Fig.

2(c), we may have an entry like <v1, [1, 3]> in Q to

represent a subsegment Fa[1 .. 3] (the first to the third

entry in Fa) since l(v1) = ‘a′. In addition, for technical

convenience, we use Fϵ to represent the whole F . Then,

Fϵ[a .. b] represents the segment from the ath to the bth

entry in F .

In addition, each time we encounter a node v with

output(v) ̸= ϕ, we will create a quadruple <output(v),

Algorithm 1: trieSearch(T , LF )

Input : T - trie over a set of patterns; LF - arrays
L and F over a target

Output: R - all occurrences of patterns in target
1 v ← root(T ); R ← ϕ;
2 enqueue(Q, <v, [1, |s|]>);
3 while Q is not empty do
4 (v, a, b) ← dequeue(Q);
5 if output(v) ̸= ϕ then
6 R ← R ∪ {<output(v), l(v), a, b>}
7 let v1, ..., vk be the children of v;
8 denote Fl(v)[a .. b] by π;

9 for i = 1 to k do
10 let x = l(vi);
11 if search(x, π) ̸= ϕ then
12 let search(x, π) = <x, [α, β]>;
13 enqueue(Q, <vi, [α, β]>);

14 return R;

l(v), a, b> to record the occurrences of all those pattern

strings represented by output(v) in s. Thus, the result

of this process is a setR containing all such quadruples.

In the algorithm, we first enqueue <root(T ), [1,

|s|]> into queue Q (append at the end of Q) (see lines

1 - 2). Then, we go into the main while-loop (lines 3 -

13), in which we will first dequeue the first element from

Q (taken out from the front of Q), stored as a pair <v,

[a, b]> (line 4). Then, we will check whether output(v)

is empty. If it is not the case, a quadruple <output(v),

l(v), a, b> will be added to the result R (see line 5).

(In practice, we can store compressed suffix arrays [44,

62] and use their relationship with BWT to calculate

positions of pattern occurrences in s.) For each child

vi of v, we will determine a segment in L by executing
search(x, π), where x = l(vi) and π = <l(v), [a .. b])>

(= Fl(v)[a .. b]). Assume that search(l(vi), π) = <l(vi),

[αi, βi]>. We will then enqueue each <vi, [α, β]> into

Q. (see lines 12 - 13.)

The following example helps for illustration.

Example 2 Consider all pattern strings given in Exam-

ple 1 again. The trie T over these short strings are

shown in Fig. 1(a). In order to find all the occurrences

of them in s = ccagaca$, we will run trieSearch( ) on

T and the LF shown in Fig. 2(c). (By LF , we mean

the L and F arrays together.)

In the execution of trieSearch( ), the following steps

will be carried out.

- Step 1: Enqueue <v0, [1, 8]> into Q, as illustrated

in Fig. 5(a).

- Step 2: Dequeue the first element <v0, [1, 8]> from

Q. Figure out the two children of v0: v1 and v11.

First, for v1, we have l(v1) = a. By executing search(a,
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Fϵ[1 .. 8]), we get <a, [1, 3]> and then enqueue <v1,

1, 3> into Q. For v11, we have l(v11) = c and get

<c, [1, 3]> by executing search( c, Fϵ[1 .. 8]). So,

<v11, [1, 3]> will also be enqueued into Q. See Fig.

5(b) for illustration.

- Step 3: Dequeue the first element <v1, [1, 3]> from

Q. v1 also has two children: v2 and v9. For v2, we

have l(v2) = c. By executing search(c, Fa[1 .. 3]),

we get <c, [1, 2]>. For v9, we have l(v9) = g and

get <g, [1, 1]> by executing search(g, Fa[1 .. 3]).

Similarly, we will consecutively enqueue<v2, [1, 2]>

and <v9, [1, 1]> into Q. See Fig. 5(c).

The remaining steps 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 will be done in the

same way as above and Q will be accordingly changed

as shown in Fig. 5(d), (e), (f), (g), (h), and (i), respec-

tively. Here, special attention should be paid to Step 5

when <v9, [1, 1]> is dequeued from Q. Since output(v9)

= r2, we will store <r2, g, [1, 1]> in R as part of the

result (see line 5 in trieSearch( )), which shows that r2
appears at g1-position in s = c1c2a1g1a2c3a3$.

<v0, 1, 8>

Q:

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

<v9,1, 1>

<v2,1, 2>
<v11, 1, 3><v1, 1, 3>

<v11, 1, 3>

<v12,2, 2>

<v9,1, 1>
<v2, 1, 2>

<v3,2, 2>

<v12,2, 2>
<v9, 1, 1> <v12, 2, 2>

<v3, 2, 2>

<v3, 2, 2>
(g)

<v4, 1, 1>
(h)

<v5, 3, 3>
(i)

Fig. 5 Illustration for Step 1 - 9.

5.2 Searching PMMs over pattern strings

In the algorithm discussed in the previous section, the

failure function f is totally ignored. Indeed, due to the

difference between the scanning of s and the searching

of BWT (s̄), the failure function f cannot be used in a

way as Aho-Corasick′s does. It is because when search-

ing BWT (s̄) along a path in T , what we will produce is

a search sequence: a sequence of pairs; and for any two

such sequences (along two different paths in T ), which

spell out a same sequence of characters, they may have

different sequences of intervals. For instance, along the

path v2 → v3 shown in Fig. 6, we will create a sequence

of pairs: <c, [1, 2]>, <a, [2, 2]> while along the path

v11 → v12 the sequence generated is <c, [1, 3]>, <a, [2,
2]>. Although they have the same sequence of charac-

ters: ca, their sequences of intervals are different: one is

[1, 2][2, 2] and the other is [1, 3][2, 2].

v0 �

v1

a
v11
c

v2c

v3
a

v4
g

v5
a

v6 $

v9g v12a

v13$v10 $

v7c

v8$

[1, 3]

[1, 2]

[2, 2]

[1, 1]

[3, 3]

[1, 3]

[2, 2]

ǿ

Fig. 6 Illustration for searching PMM.

In addition, since a pair sequence cannot be created

in a reverse order (by searching a PMM bottom-up),

it is completely impossible for us to use the skip-table

utilized in the Boyler-Moore′s algorithm [8] (by which

substrings of s need to be scanned backwards), or the

DAWG structure (directed acyclic word graph) in the

Crochemore′s algorithm [17] (by which a DAWG also

needs to be searched bottom-up.) However, the failure

function can be really employed to reduce the number

of subranges of L to be searched during an execution of

search( ).

To this end, we will associate each node v in T with

an extra item - the corresponding interval [αv, βv], re-

ferred to as I(v), which is found for l(v) by running

search( ). That is, along an edge w → v in T , we will

have search(l(v),<l(w), [αw, βw]>) =<l(v), [αv, βv]>.

(See Fig. 6 for illustration.) With the help of such in-

tervals, the failure function f can be utilized as follows.

Lemma 1 Let u, v be two nodes in A such that f(v) =

u. Then, I(v) ⊆ I(u).

Proof According to the definition of f(v) = u, P (u) is a

suffix of P (v). Without loss of generality, assume that

P (v) = z1 ... zizi+1 ... zi+j and P (u) = zi+1 ... zi+j

with i, j ≥ 0. Then, by the execution of trieSearch(T ,

LF ), along P (v) and P (u), two sequences of pairs will

be generated:

along P (v): π1, ..., πi, πi+1, ..., πi+j ,

along P (u): π′
1, ..., π

′
j ,

where π1 = <z1, Fz1>, π′
1 = <zi+1, Fzi+1

>, πl+1 =

search(zl, πl) for l = 1, ..., i + j - 1, and π′
k+1=

search(zk, π
′
k) for k = 1, ..., j′ -1.

Let Il be the interval in pair πl (l = 1, ..., i + j).

Let I ′k be the interval in pair π′
k (k = i + 1, ..., i + j).

We must have Ik ⊆ I ′k−i (k = i + 1, ..., i + j). Thus,

I(v) = Ii+j ⊆ I ′j = I(u ).
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This lemma enables us to design an efficient pro-

cedure to replace search( ) for creating I(v)′s, as de-

scribed below.

Let w → v be an edge in T . Assume that f(v) =

u. Let l(u) = z. Since we explore T in the breadth-first

manner, u must be visited before v. So its interval I(u)

= [αu, βu] must have been created when we meet v.

Then, in terms of Lemma 1 (which shows I(v) ⊆ I(u)),

a simple inference can be made:

If I(u) ⊆ I(w), we must have I(v) = I(u).

It is because in this case, when we search I(w) to

find the first and last apperance of v, we will definitely

first meet αu (from top) and βu (from bottom).

As an example, consider the search process of A
shown in Fig. 6 against the LF of s̄ shown in Fig.

2(c), where s = acagacc$. By the breadth-first search

of T , v12 will be visited before v3 and f(v3) = v12. As

shown in Fig. 6, we have v2 → v3 and I(v12) = [2, 2] ⊂
I(v2) = [1, 3]. Then, we definitely have I(v3) = I(v12)

= [2, 2].

So we will change search( ) to combine the above

inference mechanism into the process, and refer to the

changed procedure as searchI(v, w, f(v), LF ) to indi-

cate its difference from search( ). But its output is the

same as search( ).

According to the above discussion, we give the fol-

lowing algorithm, which works almost in the same way

as trieSearch( ). The only difference consists in the use

of searchI( ). That is, we will still explore T breadth-

first. However, each time we encounter a node v, we

will call searchI(v, w, f(v), LF ) (instead of search( ))

to determine the interval for v, where w represents the

parent of v.

Algorithm 2: pmmSearch(A, LF )

Input : T - trie over a set of patterns; LF - arrays
l and F over a target

Output: R - all occurrences of patterns in target
1 v ← root(T ); R ← ϕ;
2 enqueue(Q, <v, [1, |s|]>);
3 while Q is not empty do
4 v ← dequeue(Q);
5 if output(v) ̸= ϕ then
6 R ← R ∪ {¡output(v), l(v), I(v)¿}
7 let v1, ..., vk be the children of v;
8 for i = 1 to k do
9 <x, [α, β]> ← searchI(vi, v, f(vi), LF );

10 if [α, β] ̸= ϕ then
11 enqueue(Q, <vi, [α, β]>);

12 return R;

5.3 Correctness and Time Complexity

In this section, we prove the correctness of pmmSearch

(T , LF ) and analyze its time complexity.

First, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2 Let u, v be two nodes in A such that f(v) =

u. Let w be the parent of v in T. The interval returned

by searchI(v, w, f(v), LF) is correct.

Proof This lemma can be directly derived from Lemma

1.

Proposition 1 Let A be a PMM constructed over a

collections of pattern strings: r1, ..., rm, and LF a

BWT -mapping established for a reversed target string

s̄. Let R be the result of pmmSearch(T , LF ). Then, for

each rj, if it occurs in s, there is a triplet <output(v),

l(v), [α, β]> ∈ R such that rj ∈ output(v), l(v) is equal

to the last character of rj, and Fl(v)[α], Fl(v)[α + 1],

..., Fl(v)[β] show all the occurrences of rj in s.

Proof We prove the proposition by induction on the

height h of A, which is defined to be the number of

edges on the longest downward path from the root to a

leaf node.

Basic step. When h = 1. The proposition trivially holds.

Induction hypothesis. Suppose that when the height of

A is l, the proposition holds. We consider the case that

the height of A is l + 1. Let A′ be a PMM obtained by

removing all the leaf nodes in A. Then, the height of

A′ is at most l. According to the induction hypothesis,

the interval generated by applying pmmSearch( ) toA′

must be correct. Now, we consider a leaf node v in A′.

Let v1, ..., vk be the children of v in A. Then, in terms

of Lemma 2, I(vi) produced by executing searchI(vi,

v, f(vi), LF ) for i = 1, ..., k must also be correct.

Considering that all the nodes in A are visited in the

breadth-first manner, the claim in the proposition is

correct.

Concerning the time complexity, we check the main

while-loop, in which each node v in T is accessed only

once. So the running time of pmmSearch(T , LF ) is

bounded by O(
∑

v∈T δv), where δv represents the cost

for an execution of searchI( ) to find I(v).

By using the rankAll technique [9], δv can be re-

duced to O(1), but the space overhead will be greatly

increased. In the next section, our focus will be on how

to further reduce this cost by integrating the Wavelet

tree searching [22] into our algorithm to achieve this

purpose.
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6 Integrating Wavelet tree searching into PMM

searching

As mentioned in the previous section, the cost of search-

ing L can be reduced to O(1) by using the rankAll tech-

nique [9], but with O(n|Σ|log n) extra space being re-

quired. It is prohibitively hight when target strings are

very long, and Σ is large, such as protein sequences and

English documents. To mitigate the problem to some

extent, we store L as a Wavelet tree [22] and inte-

grate a modified Wavelet tree search into our algorithm.

In general, the space requirement of a Wavelet tree is

bounded by O(nlog |Σ|), but with a higher searching

time O(log |Σ|). However, in our implementation, the

average searching time can be decreased to less than

O(log |Σ|) while the space requirement remains not in-

cremented.

In the following, we first give a detailed description

of the Wavelet tree in Section 6.1. Then, in Section 6.2,

we slightly change the Wavelet tree searching method.

Finally, in Section 6.3, we discuss the integration of the

Wavelet tree search into our strategy.

6.1 Wavelet trees

The key idea behind the Wavelet tree is to store L =

BWT (s̄) as a balanced binary tree TL of height |Σ|,
as illustrated in Fig. 7, where we show how BWT (s̄)

= acgcac$a is recursively decomposed and stored in a

binary tree structure.

L = acgcac$a
01110100

aa$a
1101

cgcc
0100

$
0

aaa
111

0

0 0 1

1

1

u0

u1 u2

u3 u4 u5
u6

ccc
111

g
0

Fig. 7 A wavelet tree.

Its purpose is to reduce the space for storing rankAll

arrays [9], but more time is needed to figure out the

rank z[i] for z ∈ Σ, i.e., the number of z′s appearances

up to L[i]. Such a number needs to be computed to

evaluate search( ) or searchI( ).

Formally, a Wavelet tree can be constructed as fol-

lows.

1. In aWavlet tree, each node u represents a (sub)string

L and contains a Boolean string B representing a

partition of L.

2. Let L = a1a2...ak. Let Σ be the set of all charac-

ters appearing in L. We devide Σ evenly into two

subsets Σl and Σr. Then a Boolean array B is con-

strcuted as follows.

– For each i ∈ {1, ..., k}, if L[i] ∈ Σl, then B[i]

= 0;

– otherwise, B[i] = 1.

3. The left child ul of u represents a substring Ll of L

made up of all those characters of L ∈ Σl, which ap-

pear (not necessarily contiguously) in the same or-

der as in L. Further, Σl will be divided into subsets

Σll and Σlr; and in terms of Σll and Σlr, we par-

tition Ll and construct the corresponding Boolean

string Bl as above. That is, for each i ∈ {1, ...|Ll|},
if Ll[i] ∈ Σll, then Bl[i] = 0; otherwise, Bl[i] = 1.

4. In the same way, we will construct the right child ur

of u and the substring Lr of L made up of all those

characters of L ∈ Σr. Similar to Σl, Σr will also be

further divided into two parts: Σrl and Σrr and the

corresponding Boolean string Br will be created.

5. We repeat steps (2) and (3) until a substring is met,

which constains only the same characters.

In terms of the above discussion, we can construct

a tree as shown in Fig. 7, in which the strings in nodes

are not actually stored, but shown here for ease of un-

derstanding.

The tree is called a Wavelet tree due to its anal-

ogy with the wavelet transform for signals, which re-

cursively decomposes a signal into low-frequency and

high-frequency components [48].

In the tree shown in Fig. 7, the root u0 represents

L0 = acgcac$a. We first divide the set of all the different

characters appearing in L0: Σ0 = {$, a, c, g} evenly into

two parts: Σ0
l = {$, a} and Σ0

r = {c, g}. Then, the cor-

responding Boolean string is set to be B0 = 01110100,

representing a partition of L0, by which for any charac-

ter z ∈ Σ0
l the corresponding bit in B0 is set to 0 and

z will be sent to the left child while for any character

z′ ∈ Σ0
r the corresponding bit in B0 is set to 1 and z′

will be sent to the right child

Now let us have a close look at the left child u1 of the

root u0. It represents the substring L1 = aca$g, made

up of all the characters ∈ Σ0
l = {$, a} and rendered in

the same order as in the original string L0. If we further

divide all its characters in Σ0
l into Σ1

l = {$} and Σ1
r

= {c}, we will get its Boolean string B1 = 0010. In the

same way, we can check all the other nodes in the tree

shown in Fig. 7.

Using the Wavelet tree built over L = BWT (s̄), z[i]

can be evaluated by exploring a root-to-leaf path as

below.

Initially, the current node u is set to be the root u0.
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1. At node u, count the number x of 0s or 1s in the

range B[1 .. i], depending on whether z ∈ Σl, or

Σr. If u is a leaf node, it contains only the same

characters and x is set to be i. which is returned as

the result.

2. If z ∈ Σl, go to the left child ul. B ← Bl, i ← x. Σ

← Σl. u ← ul. Go to (1).

3. If z ∈ Σr, go to the right child ur. B ← Br, i ← x.

Σ ← Σr. u ← ur. Go to (1).

For instance, to evaluate a[6] over acgcac$a, the path
u0 → u1 → u4 in Fig. 7 will be searched. First, in the

root u0, we will count the number of 0s in Bu0
[1 .. 6] =

011101 since a ∈ Σ0
l = {$, a}. It is x = 2. Then, we go

to its left child u1 of u0, in which we count 1s in Bu1 [1

.. x] = Bu1
[1 .. 2] = 11 since a ∈ Σ1

r = {a}. This time,

we get x = 2 again. Next, we go to the right child u4

of u1, and get x = 2. Since it is a leaf node, we get the

answer a[6] = 2.

6.2 Modified Wavelet trees

Since any Wavelet tree is balanced and each level cor-

responds to an even splitting of a certain character

(sub)set, the length of any path in it is bounded by

O(log |Σ|). Besides, the counting of 0s or 1s in a Boolean

string (stored in any node) can be done in O(1) time

by using the so-called RRR data structure discussed in

[54], or the succint data structure in [29]. Therefore,

the cost of calculating z[i] is bounded by O(log |Σ|).
The space requirement of both RRR and the succint

data structure is bounded by O(n). Thus, the size of a

Wavelet tree is bounded by O(n·log |Σ|).
However, we can also store a Boolean string B as an

integer array A with A[i] being the number of 0s in B[1

.. i]. Then, the counting of 0s or 1s can also be done in

O(1) time as illustrated in Fig. 8.

A = [1,1,1,1,2,2,3,4]

01110100

[0,0,1,1]
1101

[1,1,2,3]
0100

[1]

0

[0,0,0]
111

0

0 0 1

1

1

u0

u1 u2

u3 u4 u5 u6

[0,0,0]
111

[1]

0

Fig. 8 A modified wavelet tree.

We pay attention to array A in u0. To know the

number of 0s up to position 5 in B in u0, simply access

A[5] = 2. So we get 0[5] = 2. If you want to know the

number of 1s up to position 5, simply compute 5 - A[5]

= 3. So we have 1[5] = 3.

But the array A is much simpler than RRR [54] or

the succinct data structure [29].

The drawback of this method is that we need log n

bits to store an integer in A. For this reason, we replace

A with a compact array UA, in which only part of A is

stored. For example, we can divide A into a set of buck-

ets of the same size and for each bucket only a value

will be stored in the compact array. Obviously, doing

so, more searching effort is required to find missing val-

ues. In practice, the size of a bucket (referred to as a

compact factor ω) can be set to different values. For in-

stance, we can set ω = 4, indicating that for each four

contiguous elements in A only one value will be stored.

That is, we will not store all the values in A in u0, but

only store A[4] and A[8] in the corresponding compact

array (as illustrated by the values marked grey in Fig.

9).

j: 2 3 4 5 6 7 81

1 4

1 1 1 0 1 0 00B:

1 1 1 2 2 3 41

Fig. 9 Illustration for UA.

Obviously, each A[j] can be easily derived from UA

by using one of the following formulas:

A[j] = UA[i] + τ (5)

where i = ⌊j/ω⌋ and is the number of 0′s appearances
within B[i·ω + 1 .. j] which have to be searched, or

A[j] = UA[i
′]− τ ′ (6)

where i′ = ⌈j/ω⌉ and τ ′ is the number of 0′s appear-

ances within B[j + 1 .. i′·ω]. Also, τ ′ has to be obtained

by searching part of B.

Therefore, we need two procedures: toRight(B, j,

ω) and toLeft(B, j, ω) to find τ and τ ′, respectively.

In terms of whether j - i·ω ≤ i′·ω - j, we will call

toRight(B, j, ω) or toLeft(B, j, ω) so that fewer en-

tries in B will be scanned to find A[j].

In terms of [9], the BWT arrays are normally well

clustered and proved to be a good data compression ap-

proach for data transmission. Thus, array B should be

even better clustered since it contains only two differ-

ent values: 0 and 1, and so does array A. Thus, we can

attach two extra values with each UA[i]. They are the

numbers of consecutive values same as UA[i] just before

and after UA[i], respectively, mainly used to improve

the performance of toRight( ) and toLeft( ). Note that

we need only log ω bits to represent such a number.
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6.3 Integration of Wavelet tree search into PMM

breadth-first search

As an important step to integrate the Wavelet tree

searching into our algorithm, we designed a procedure

to do a multiple-value searching over a Wavelet tree

(for L = BWT (s̄)), instead of a single-value searching

as discussed in Section 6.1.

We first consider a set X = {x1(i1), ..., xl(il)} as a
query to find out the number of x′

js appearances prior

to L[ij ] (including L[ij ]) for each j ∈ {1, ...., l}. We

need to evaluate such a query when we try to determine

<l(v1), [αv1 , βv1 ]>, ..., <l(vr), [αvr , βvr ]> for all the

children v1, ..., vr of a certain node v. Assume that the

pair associated with v is π = <l(v), [αv, βv]>. Then,

for each vj , we need to find two values:

xj [L
1
π - 1], and

xj [L
2
π],

where xj = l(vj).

If xj [L
1
π - 1] = xj [L

2
π], Lπ contains no l(vj). Other-

wise, [αj , βj ] = [ xj [L
1
π - 1] + 1, xj [L

2
π]].

As an example, consider π = <a, [1, 3]> (represent-

ing a segment of F shown in Fig. 2(c)). We have Lπ =

L[ 2 .. 4], L1
π = 1, and L2

π = 4. To find the first and the

last appearance of c in L[2 .. 4], we only need to find c
[L1

π - 1] = c [2 - 1] = c [1] = 0 and c [L2
π] = c [4] = 2.

So the corresponding range is [c [2 - 1] + 1, c [4] ]= [1,

2].

Let TL be the Wavelet tree over L = BWT (s̄). To

evaluate query X = {x1(i1), ..., xl(il)}, we give an algo-

rithm below, in which the following notations are used:

– Q: a queue to control the search of TL in the breadth-

first manner;
– (v, X): a pair, where v ∈ TL, and X is query;

– Σv
l : the first half of the set of characters appearing

in Lv;

– Σv
r : the second half of the set of characters appear-

ing in Lv;

– Bv: the Boolean array stored in v;

– vl: left child of v;

– vr: right child of v.

The result R of the algorithem is also of the form

{x1(j1), ..., xl(jl)}, but showing that for each xf (f ∈
{1, ..., l}) the number of its appearances up to L[if ] is

jf .

The above algorithm is in essense a breadth-first

searching of TL. In queue Q, each element is a pair of

the form (v, X). At the very beginning, Q contains only

one element (root(TL), {x1(j1), ..., xl(jl)}).
Each time we dequeue an element (v, X) out of Q,

we will calculate, for each xj(ij) ∈ X, the number k

of 0′s up to Bv[ij ] if xj ∈ Σv
l , or the number k of 1′s

Algorithm 3: waveletSearch(TL, X)

Input : TL - a Wavelet tree over L
Output: R - for each x(i) ∈ X, number of x′s

appearances up to L[i]
1 enqueue(Q, (root(TL), X)); R ← ϕ;
2 while Q is not empty do
3 (v, X′) ← dequeue(Q);
4 if v is leaf then
5 R ← R ∪ X′; break;

6 let X′ = {x1(i1), ..., xl(il)};
7 Yl ← ϕ; Yr ← ϕ;
8 for j = 1 to l do
9 if xj ∈ Σv

l then
10 find number k of 0′s before Bv[ij ] in Bv;
11 Yl ← Yl ∪ {xj(k)};
12 else
13 find number k of 1′s before Bv[ij ] in Bv;
14 Yr ← Yr ∪ {xj(k)};

15 enqueue(Q, (vl, Yi)); enqueue(Q, (vr, Yr));

16 return R;

up to Bv[ij ] if xj ∈ Σv
r . In the former case, we append

xj(ij) to Yl (see lines 9 - 11). In the latter case, xj(ij)

is added to Yr (see lines 13 - 14).

After all subqueries (xj(ij)
′s) in X are evaluated,

both (vl, Yl) and (vr, Yr) will be enqueued into Q (see

line 15).

Example 3 Consider the trie T shown in Fig. 1(a) again.

The pair for the root v0 is π = <ϵ, [1, 8]>. Then, Lπ

= L[1 .. 8], L1
π = 1, and L2

π = 8. For its two children

v1 and v11, we will construct a query X = {l(v1)(L1
π -

1), l(v1)(L
2
π), l(v11)(L

1
π - 1), l(v11)(L

2
π)} = {a(0), a(8),

c(0), c(8)}. By executing waveletSearch(TL, X) (TL is

shown in Fig. 8), the following steps will be carried

out.

- Step 1: Enqueue <u0, X> into Q.

- Step 2: Dequeue the first element from Q. We have

u = u0, and X ′ = {a(0), a(8), c(0), c(8)}.
Σ0 = {$, a, c, g}; Σ0

l = {$, a}; Σ0
r = {c, g};

Y 0
l = {a(0), a(4)}; Y 0

r = {c(0), c(4)};
Q = {(u1, Y

0
l ), (u2, Y

0
r )}.

- Step 3: Dequeue the first element from Q. We have

u = u1, and X ′ = {a(0), a(4)}.
Σ1 = {$, a}; Σ1

l = {$}; Σ1
r = {a};

Y 1
l = ϕ; Y 1

r = {a(0), a(3)};
Q = {(u2, Y

0
r ) (v4, Y

1
r )}.

- Step 4: Dequeue the first element from Q. We have

u = u2, and X ′ = {c(0), c(4)}.
Σ2 = {c, g}; Σ2

l = {c}; Σ2
r = {g};

Y 2
l = {c(0), c(3)}; Y 2

r = ϕ;

Q = {(v4, Y 1
r ), (v5, Y

2
l )}.

- Step 5: Dequeue the first element from Q. We have

u = u3, and X ′ = {a(0), a(3)}.
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u3 is a leaf node. X ′ is added to R.
- Step 5: Dequeue the first element from Q. We have

u = u5, and X ′ = {c(0), c(3)}.
u5 is a leaf node. X ′ is added to R.

The final result is R = {a[0], a[3]),c[0], c[3]}.
By using the algorithm waveletSearch( ), our basic

algorithm can be changed as shownin Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4: mPmmSearch(T , LF )

Input : T - trie over a set of patterns; LF - arrays
L and F over a target

Output: R - all occurrences of patterns in target
1 v ← root(T ); R ← ϕ;
2 enqueue(Q, <v, 1, |s|>);
3 while Q is not empty do
4 (v, a, b) ← dequeue(Q);
5 if output(v) ̸= ϕ then
6 R ← R ∪ {<output(v), l(v), a, b>}
7 let v1, ..., vk be the children of v;
8 denote Fl(v)[a .. b] by π; Denote l(vi) by xi (1 ≤

i ≤ k);
9 X ← {x1(L1

π - 1), x1(L2
π), ..., xk(L1

π - 1),
xk(L2

π)};
10 R′ ← waveletSearch(TL, X);
11 for j = 0 to k - 1 do
12 if R′[2j + 1] ̸= R′[2j + 2] then
13 enqueue(Q, <vi, R′[2j + 1] + 1, R′[2j

+ 2]>);

14 return R;

This algorithm is almost the same as Algorithm 2.

The only difference consists in the searching of TL. For

each encountered node v in trie T , we will first create a

query X = {x1(L
1
π - 1), x1(L

2
π), ..., x1(L

k
π - 1), xk(L

2
π)}

(see lines 7 - 9), where v1, ..., vk are the children of v,

x1 = l(v1 ), ..., xk = l(vk ), and π is a segement of

F associated with v. Then, we call wavwletSearch(TL,

X) to find <xj , [αj , βj ]> for each j ∈ {1, ..., k}.
For simplicity, the inference based on failure func-

tions is not included in the above algorithm. But it is

an easy task to extend the algorithm with the inference

mechanism involved.

Proposition 2 Let <output(v), l(v), a, b> be a tuple

in R returned by mPmmSearch(A, LF ). Then, for any

r ∈ output(v), l(v) is equal to the last character of r,

and Fl(v)[a], Fl(v)[a + 1], ..., Fl(v)[b] show all the oc-

currences of r in s.

Proof Comparing lines 7 - 13 of mPmmSearch(A, LF )(

) and line 7 - 11 of mmSearch(A, LF )( ), we can see

that by mPmmSearch(A, LF )( ) the multi-value search

of Wavelet trees is used to speed up computation. But

the results of both of them are the same. Therefore, the

proposition holds.

According to the analysis of Section 6.1, the cost

of searching a Wavelet tree is bounded by O(log |Σ|).
Thus, the cost of the multi-value searching of a Wavelet

tree should be bounded by O( 1d log |Σ|), where d is the

smallest outdegree of an internal node in T . Therefore,

the time complexity is bounded by O( 1dnlog |Σ|).

7 Experiments

In our experiments, we have tested altogether 7 strate-

gies:

– suffix trees (ST for short, [61]),

– BWT transformation (BWT for short, [9]),

– hash-based (hash for short, [30]),

– Aho-Corasick′s algorithm (AC for short, [1]),

– Wu-Manber′s algorithm (WM for short, [16]),

– Crochemore′s algorithm (Cr for short, [17]), and

– mPmmSearch (mPS for short), discussed in this pa-

per.

Among them, the codes for the suffix tree based and

hash based methods are taken from the gsuffix package

[3] while all the others, execept ours, are taken from

github (https://github.com). All of them are able to

find all occurrences of every pattern in a target, written

in C++, compiled by GNU make utility with optimiza-

tion of level 2. In addition, all of our experiments are

performed on a 64-bit Ubuntu operating system, run on

a single core of a 2.40GHz Intel Xeon E5-2630 processor

with 32GB RAM.

The test results are categorized in two groups: one

is on a set of synthetic data and another is on a set of

real data. For both of them, four genome and one pro-

tein sequences were downloaded from ensemble.org (ftp:

//ftp.ensembl.org/pub/release93/) and SMS (https://

www.bioinformatics.org/sms2/random protein.html), re-

spectively. The size of the alphabet for the protein se-

quenses is 20, much larger than that of DNA sequences.

The patterns which were tested against different genome

and protein sequences were generated by using the wgsim

tool which is part of the SAMtools package [40]. In Ta-

ble 3, we show all the tested sequences, as well as the

time spent for constructing their BWT-arrays.

7.1 Tests on Synthetic Data Sets

All the synthetic data are created by simulating reads

or protein sequences from the five sequences shown in

Table 3, with varying lengths and amounts. It is done

by using the wgsim program included in the SAMtools

package [40] with default model for single read simu-

lation.
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Table 3 Genome and protein sequences, as well as time for
constructing their BWT-arrays.

reference sequences* num. characters time (s)

Rat chr 1 (Rnor 6.0)) 290,094,217 27.06
C. merolae (ASM9120v1) 16,728,967 1.64
Zebra fish (GRCz10) 1,464,443,456 181.35
Rat (Rnor 6.0) 2,909,701,677 317.28
protein 144,000,000 15.67

*The first four are genome sequences while the last one is a
protein sequence.

Over such data, the impact of five factors on the

searching time are tested: number l of patterns, length

m of patterns, size n of target sequences, compact fac-

tors f1 of rankAlls (see Section 6.1) and compression

factors f2 of suffix arrays [44], which are used to find

locations of matching reads (in a target sequence) in

terms of their relationship with BWT-arrays.

7.1.1 Tests with varying amount of reads

In this experiment, we vary the amount l of reads with

l = 5, 10, 15, ..., 50 millions while the reads are 50 bps

or 100 bps in length extracted randomly from Rat chr1

and C. merolae genomes. For this test, the compact

factors f1 of rankAlls is set to be 32 for Rat chr1 to do

some compression, but for C. merolae f1 is set to be 1,

no compression at all. However, for both of them, the

compression factor f2 of suffix arrays are set to 16.

In Fig. 10(a) and (b), we report the test results of

searching the Rat chr1 for matching reads of 100 and

50 bps, respectively. From these two figures, it can be

clearly seen that the hash based method has the worst

performance while ours works best. For long reads (of

length 100 bps) the suffix-based is worse than the BWT,

but for short reads (of length 50 bps) they are compara-

ble. Both the the Crochemore′s and the Wu-Manber′s

are worse than the BWT. But the Crochemore′s is bet-

ter than the Wu-Manber′s. The poor performance of

the hash-based is due to its false positive verification

propcess. To see this, in Table 4, we show the time

of this process for reads of 100 bps. The poor perfor-

mation of both the BWT and the suffix-based is due

to the huge amount of reads and each time only one

read is checked. In the opposite, for our method, the

combination of PMMs and BWT arrays enables us to

avoid repeated checking for similar reads. In these two

figures, the time for constructing PMMs over reads is in-

cluded. To see the impact of the construction of PMMs,

we show the times for constructing them over different

amounts of reads (of length 100 bps), demonstrated in

Table 5.

The difference between the BWT and ours is due to

the different number of BWT-array accesses as shown
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Fig. 10 Test results on varying amount of reads - Rat Chr1

Table 4 Time for false positive checking by hash method

No. of reads 30M 35M 40M 40M 50M

verification time 900s 1550s 2900s 3195s 4210s

Table 5 Time for PMM construction over reads of 100 bps

No. of reads 30M 35M 40M 40M 50M

Time for PMM con. 91s 123s 152s 195s 210s

in Table 6. By the access of a BWT-array, we will scan

a segment in the array to find the first and last appear-

ance of a certain character from a read (by BWT) or a

set of characters from more than one read (by ours).

Table 6 Number of BWT-array accesses

No. reads 30M 3M 40M 40M 50M

BWT 67954K 76532K 83321K 90732K 98165K
mPS 19105K 22177K 25261K 28227K 31204K

Fig. 11(a) and (b) show respectively the results for

reads of length 50 bps and 100 bps over the C. merolae

genome. Again, our method outperforms all the other

six methods.
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Fig. 11 Test results on varying amount of reads - C. merolae
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7.1.2 Tests with varying length of reads

In this experiment, we test the impact of the read length

on performance. For this, we fix all the other four fac-

tors but vary length m of simulated reads with m =

35, 50, 75, 100, 125, ..., 200. The results in Fig. 12(a)

shows the difference among seven methods, in which

each tested set has 20 million reads simulated from the

Rat chr1 genome with f1 = 32 and f2 = 16. In Fig.

12(b), the results show the the case that each set has 50

million reads. Fig. 13(a) and 13(b) show the results of

the same data settings but on C. merolae genome with

f1 = 1 and f2 = 16.

Again, in this test, the hash based performs worst

while the suffix tree and the BWT method are com-

parable, and both the Crochemore′s and Wu-Manber′

are worse than them. Our algorithm uniformly outper-

forms the others when searching on short reads (shorter

than 100 bps). It is because shorter reads tend to have

multiple occurrences in genomes, which makes the trie

used in ours more beneficial. However, for long reads,

the suffix tree beats the BWT since on one hand long

reads have fewer repeats in a genome, and on the other

hand higher possibility that variations occurred in long

reads may result in earlier termination of a searching

process. In practice, short reads are more often than

long reads.
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Fig. 12 Test results on varying length of reads - Rat Chr1

7.2 Tests with varying lengths of target sequences

To examine the impacts of varying sizes of targets, we

have made four tests with each testing a certain set

of patterns against different target sequences shown in

Table 3. To be consistent with foregoing experiments,

factors except sizes of targets remain the same as for

the previous tests. In Fig. 15(a) and (b), we show the

searching time on each target sequence for 20 million
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Fig. 13 Test results on varying length of reads - C. merolae

and 50 million patterns of 50 characters, respectively.

Fig. 14(a) and (b) also demonstrate the results of 20

million and 50 million patterns but with each being of

100 bps. These figures show that, in general, as the size

of a target sequence increases the time of pattern align-

ing for all the tested algorithms become longer. We also

notice that the larger the size of a target sequence, the

bigger the gaps between our method and the other al-

gorithms. The hash-based is always much slower than

the others. For the suffix tree, however, we only show

the matching time for the two short genomes and the

unique protein sequence. It is because the testing com-

puter cannot meet its huge memory requirement for

indexing the Zebra fish and Rat genomes (which is the

main reason why people use the BWT, instead of the

suffix tree, in practice.) Details for the patterns of 50

characters in Fig. 15(a) and (b) show that our methos

is at least 5 times faster than the BWT and the suf-

fix tree, which happened on the genomes. For the pro-

tein sequence, our algorithm is even more than 10 times

faster than the others since the multi-character check-

ing by our method is more effective for larger alphabets.

Now let us have a look at Fig. 14(a) and (b). Al-

though our methods do not perform as good as for the

50 bp reads due to the increment of length of reads,

they still gain at least 22% improvement on speed and

nearly 50% acceleration in the best case, compared with

the BWT.

7.3 Tests on Real Data Sets

For the performance assessment on real data, we ob-

tain RNA-sequence data from the project conducted in

an RNA laboratory at University of Manitoba (lab web-

site: http://home.cc.umanitoba.ca/∼xiej/, retrieved: 2016).
This project includes over 500 million single reads pro-

duced by Illumina from a rat sample. Length of these
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Fig. 14 Test results
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Fig. 15 Test results

reads is between 36 bps and 100 bps after trimming

using Trimmomatic [7].

The reads in the project are divided into 9 samples

with different amount ranging between 20 millions and

75 millions (see Table 7). Two tests have been con-

ducted. In the first test, we mapped the 9 samples back

to rat genome of ENSEMBL release 79 [18]. We were

not able to test the suffix tree due to its huge index

size. The hash-based method was ignored as well since

its running time was too high in comparison with the

BWT. In order to balance between searching speed and

memory usage of the BWT index, we set f1 = 128, f2
= 16 and repeated the experiment 20 times. Fig. 16(a)

shows the average time consumed for each algorithm on

the 9 samples.

Since the source of RNA-sequence data is the tran-

scripts, the expressed part of the genome, we did a sec-

ond test, in which we mapped the 9 samples again di-

rectly to the Rat transcriptome. This is the assembly

of all transcripts in the Rat genome. This time more

reads, which failed to be aligned in the first test, are

able to be exactly matched. This result is showed in

Fig. 16(b).

From Fig. 16(a) and (b), we can see that the test

results for real data set are consistent with the simu-

lated data. Our algorithm is faster than the BWT, the
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Fig. 16 Test on real data

Aho-Corasick′s and the Crochemore′s on all 9 samples.

Counting all the data sets together, ours is more than

45% faster compared with these methods. Although the

performance would be dropped by taking PMMs′ con-

struction time into consideration, we are still able to

save 40% time using our method.
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Table 7 Sizes of samples

Sample ID s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9

No. of reads (million) 31.3 72.1 69.6 45.7 79.4 56.4 63.6 20.3 34.6

8 Conclusion

In this paper, an efficient algorithm for solving the

set matching problem has been discussed, by which we

are required to locate and identify all substrings of a

long string s which match some short strings from a

set R = {r1, ..., rm}. The main idea is to construct

a pattern matching machine A over R and transform

the reverse s̄ of s to a BWT-array as index, BWT (s̄),

and search A against it. During the process, the fail-

ure function of A is used to reduce the subranges of

BWT (s̄) to be searched at each step. In addition, we

change a single-character checking against BWT (s̄) to

a multiple-character checking, by which multiple searches

of BWT (s̄) are reduced to a single scanning of it. In

this way, high efficiency can be achieved. Extensive ex-

periments have been conducted, which shows that our

method works better than the existing method for this

problem.

As a future work, we will use the BWT to solve some

other important problems, such as the string match-

ing with wild-card symbols. A wild-card matches any

characters, and we may have wild-cards in patterns, in

targets, or in both of them.
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